Doug Lipp Featured Testimonials



Thank you for the lessons you share in the Disney U book. “Plussing” my guest experience is
extremely important.
Independent Jewelers Organization

o

The Distributors found your presentation to be very informative and entertaining. Our President,
cited your references to preparedness and “showtime” during his State of the Union final speech
driving home the expectations from our Distributor Family in their service and training
commitments for their retail partners.
Doug, your pre-work, and extra effort, showed well today. Excellent job!
Boar’s Head – Delicatessin Services Conference



Your input has been invaluable not only in helping us recognize the corporate cultural
differences in the business setting, but in understanding our own personal cultural differences as
well. Your enlightenment was inspiring and your presence was appreciated!” – HR Manager
Grafil Inc.



The Product and Process Assurance Department would like to thank you for the Culture sessions
you presented at Delco Electronics. The emphasis you placed on understanding culture was
especially pertinent. Your presentation has been of great assistance as we continue to improve
our relationship with our suppliers.”
Delco Electronics



The conference was a big hit and considered to be the best one this group has ever attended. You
have a delightful style that keeps your audience engaged through the use of ‘real-life’ examples
and a touch of humor, which in turn makes you very effective in delivering a valuable message
in an entertaining way. Your pre-program research and planning was clearly an essential key to
your effectiveness in our conference. Your presentation put us in the right frame of mind to
challenge various areas of our company in leadership and customer service issues!”
Frigoscandia Equip.-Denmark



We truly appreciate your willingness and time spent in speaking at the continuous Performance
Improvement seminar. You were extremely well received and our staff has asked that we have
you come back again to further enlighten us regarding cultural diversity. We all feel that it would
help us develop a productive relationship with our clients. Thank you for opening our minds!”
Fluor Daniel



Doug moderated our North America Asset Management conference. His high energy, engaging
presence, and unique sense of humor kept our audience involved and attentive throughout the 3
day session. His substantial involvement prior to, and during the conference helped all of our
presenters (some their first time) shine, and get their story out. Doug was also able to weave
meaningful personal experience to further support our message. I would absolutely recommend
Doug and use him in future sessions. He is a pleasure and joy to work with.” – Vice President
SKF – Moderator of 3-day event



I would like to thank you for all the support, insight, and assistance you have provided me and
other members of our staff. The establishment and of any foreign-owned business has its own
special set of challenges and pitfalls, and I have found your expertise to be of invaluable
assistance to me personally as well as to our company.” – Manager, General Affairs
Gekkeikan Sake



Doug made a remarkable keynote presentation at IZA’s Annual International Zinc Conference.
His talk was really the highlight of the conference with excellent feedback from attendees. Doug
was the best keynote speaker that the Conference has had, and we’ve had some great ones!!! His
pertinent messages, combined with his smooth, humorous, and dynamic delivery, is what makes
him a world-class speaker. -Executive Director
International Zinc Association Conference



What an excellent experience we had at the two-day seminar you provided for FRC recently!
You really are the “old hand” at these kinds of things, Doug, and there is always a sense of
integrity and honesty in your presentations. Please keep up the good work!
California Rice Industry Association

o

He was fantastic! He kept the audience engaged, no easy feat on Day 2 after a long first day. Our
member Owners provided very positive feedback on the content and applicability of your
lessons. Doug over-delivered versus our expectations! – Senior VP, Account Management
Topco



Your presentation was outstanding. Your insight on the challenges and opportunities associated
with working across cultures really enhanced our program and what we were trying to
accomplish. And your message, which was both humorous and through-provoking was right on
target for our audience. We greatly appreciate the time and effort you spent learning about our
business and weaving ‘real-life’ situations into your remarks. This personalized, yet professional
approach, made quite an impression with our group.
Sundyne (formerly Sundstrand Fluid Handling Corporation)



Your engaging style and personal experience supported your key topics of communication,
leadership and the need for constant change. We are in a hugely competitive market and your
stories of how Disney differentiated itself from the competition were inspiring to all.”
Pepsico – Facilities



Spending months talking to you over the phone and email was a complete pleasure. I knew from
the moment we spoke that you would be perfect to speak at our Annual Sales Meeting! Your
enthusiasm and joy in your work shined through!
Kuhns Brothers Log Homes



Doug provided a unique perspective on customer service issues that affect our members on a
daily basis. – Executive Director
Western Suppliers Association



We all thought Doug was the best presenter that we have used in a number of years. He was very
engaging, very credible, and a great presenter.
Industrial Fabrics Association International



Doug is a fantastic keynote speaker! He brings humor, expertise, and great ideas to the table. We
appreciated his ability to customize his talk to fit many of the nuances of our group’s industry.
Everyone still talks about his speech years later!
International Forest Product Transport Association



It was such a pleasure and an honor to meet you in person. Your stories are fascinating! Just
wanted to thank you for a fantastic presentation. You were awesome- so many people
commented about how much they enjoyed what you had to say.”
Motorola



Thanks for your great presentation. We especially appreciated your emphasis on leadership and
developing future leaders – our members certainly enjoyed your message and the style of your
presentation! It was evident by the number of people you held in the room!
Assoc. of Independent Corrugated Converters

o

Thank you, Doug, for the presentation at the Independent Dealer Meeting. The attendees made
their appreciation known in a more immediate and audible manner! I also want to thank Doug
personally for being so willing to find time in a very busy schedule to work with us in advance
for the date.”
Canon USA Independent Dealer Meeting



Doug was a keynote speaker at our publishing conference, delivering an exceptional presentation
which set the tone for the event which followed. I would definitely recommend Doug for any
event where you want your attendees to leave saying, “wow!” Our attendees said it all in the
survey results:
“Doug Lipp was outstanding.”
“Doug Lipp was impactful.”
“Loved Doug Lipp – he was a favorite speaker this year.”

– Director, Planning
Gravure Association of America



Doug had an impressive level of knowledge regarding Daymon and its Associates, especially
considering he learned most of it in a short amount of time. He was a pleasure to work with!”
Daymon Worldwide



We were very happy to have Doug at our event. His program was very insightful, informative
and we got many wonderful comments. Doug is an excellent speakers and contributed greatly to
the success of the program. Thank you! – Director of Meetings
Outdoor Power Equipment Institute



I recently attended a cultural training session conducted by Doug Lipp. I was very impressed by
both the content and the presentation of the subject. I have since been able to incorporate some of
that training into my daily activities!
Technology Marketing Corporation



We hired Doug to be the keynote speaker for our annual dealer meeting. Doug was great to work
with and delivered an excellent keynote speech. He was very professional in his preparation and
delivery, spending time prior to the event learning about the audience and understanding what
we were looking for. His delivery kept the audience fully engaged for the entirety of his speech
and the survey results from the dealers were outstanding.
Carrier Transicold



Thank you again – so very much- for the outstanding talk at the AHR Expo in Chicago. Doug’s
presentation was the bets I have experienced in along time. Doug’s message has resonated with
every one of our associates that had the opportunity to hear it first-hand from Doug. His
respected background and professional delivery style mixed in with a slice of humor that held
our attention till the very end. Nicely done!

Regal Beloit-leadership team



Everything went extremely well! Doug did a great job!
Finning Caterpillar-Edmonton



Doug was truly an inspiration across our management community. His message about change
resonated exceptionally well and brought our mindsets to a new holistic level many had not
previously considered. He then took us to a very personal level of understanding how we as
individuals can take control and implement our own actions for success.”
Cisco (Supply Team Mgmt)
Manufacture/Distribution
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Sharp (x9)
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